
SAFETY OF THE INTERNET ESSAY

Internet Safety essays The internet today is a great source of information. It is also known as the super information
highway because it is the number one source.

When we chose to use two of them ,we will thinking their limitation and advantage. Try to dress practical, like
in sandals or flip flops, something that would be easy to run in. Child pedophiles and sex offenders are on-line
around the clock and have learned many ways to lure their victims. Parents are protective and worried by
nature; therefore, they try their best to minimize harm and threats by monitoring and managing their children's
on-line behaviors, especially social media and chat room activities, but as we know too much control in most
cases fails. The IoT now contributes the biggest percentage of data for big data applications. The victims may
not be able to enjoy a normal happy life ever again. Be careful who you talk to, because you never know who
is trying to become a friend, and who is only being nice to try and get something. Then they gradually
introduce sexual images and dialogs to their conversations. In such a beneficial yet unsafe and risky
environment, parents must be equipped with useful and adequate means to detect early on signs of their
children being at risk and minimize and prevent the chances of on-line exploiters from victimizing their
children. But how safe are they really? I would answer no because I never know if there is anybody spying on
me somewhere through the internet and track what am I doing daily. There are some very easy ways to protect
the user from future problems. The internet is especially a good source of communication between family
across the country or even over seas. The boy blocked this one also and decided to tell him parents. Therefore,
the major goal is for parents to learn how to interact with their children and help them benefit from the Internet
while protecting them from the on-line hazards Yu Cheung, , P. The resources available range from local
support groups to in and out of state resident facilities The internet is vast and complex; therefore, it is
essential that a user have a fundamental understanding to the power and risks associated to using it. This could
be all avoided with following simple instructions on both parents and children sides and practicing caution
when interacting on-line. By being active learners, participants, nurturers, teachers, and skilled
communicators; parents should have less to worry when it comes to their children safety and protection
on-line. The kids today, have grown up using the internet. As data continues to grow at exponential rates and
the Internet of Things become more a part of our everyday world, they both have become intimately
interconnected. He sent a link to a program download for free movies and games; little did she know this was
in fact a virus that enabled him to control her computer. Some of students like go to library to collect
information ,some of student would rather to use internet. One thing you should mention is that they should
block anyone that seems suspicious, and tell their parents right away. The horrible news and disappointing
statistic regarding the atrocious incidents that happen to children who fall victim to on-line villains are drastic
enough to make any good parent determined to take action to stop such incidents from happening. If you have
to choose a username, choose something that does not give out anything personal. Firstly, the process of
uploading involves a protocol called FTP file transfer protocol. With this advantage he sent threatening
messages to her friends. Countless people panic at the thousands of dollars that go missing from their bank
accounts All in all, children need to be cautious when on the web in chat rooms, and parents need to take part
in noticing what their children are doing on the web. You should make sure that your friends know that you
care, and tell them not to give out any personal information in chat rooms. There are an estimated , chemical
products in the nation and new ones being introduced annually. Yet parental tight supervision can backfire and
cause tension between parents and children if the parents are not prepared to communicate and educate their
children effectively. Even if the child survives, he or she will be traumatized for a long time and maybe
forever. A large number of its users however, are not aware of the security problems they face when using the
Internet.


